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CHAIRMAN’S CORNER

Chairman’s corner

S

by Paul Sherry

o far I seem to have started every one of these articles
with a comment about the weather (note to self to not
repeat myself next time) but the nights are drawing in as I
reflect on a busy summer of activities for PPL/IR Europe
- both for the wider membership and for ExCo and the

Board.
A small group of PPL/IR members flew to Germany for a visit
to the Jeppesen facility from 14th to 16th August. I have written this
up elsewhere in Instrument Pilot so I will not repeat myself here save to say that we were made very welcome and had an enjoyable
and educational visit. I believe it accurate to report that we were
all impressed and reassured by the attention to detail to both data
quality and data integrity. On a personal level I also found the
visit useful because of our ongoing work on the topic of GNSS
approaches - more on this below. The more we understand about
how the ‘system’ works, the better we can work with the regulators
to hopefully move this topic forward - albeit slower than many of
us would like.
Unsurprisingly there was some challenge from the group
on the matter of VFM (Value For Money). This has been a
constant recurring theme both on the Forum and in other ‘offline’
conversations. ExCo (mainly led by Timothy Nathan) has been
chipping away at this for perhaps more than 3 years. I would not
say that we have made a spectacular impact on that front, but I
do like to believe that we have some influence on their pricing
policies. As you will have seen, Jeppesen now offer a single ‘site
licence’ for their online Jeppesen FD iPad subscription. For IFR
pilots who wish to have access to the electronic data (approach
plates and charts) but with no panel mounted display then this
presents a real saving. Previously a European subscription was of
the order of €2000, admittedly with four ‘site keys’. Now a single
subscription may be purchased for the order of €500. Timothy and
I kept hammering away at them over this and I would like to think
that the message finally got through….
In September we ran our first CRM (Cockpit Resource
Management) course for single pilot IFR operations. This was
organised in association with Global Air Training who are based in
the north west of England - not that far from Hawarden. I first met
the GAT team when the hospital where I work arranged for six of us
to attend a TRMI (Team Resource Management Instructor) course
in November 2013. GAT has diversified from aviation CRM into
healthcare TRM. Unsurprisingly many of the incidents that occur
in the hospital have many and varied human factor involvement
and I found the week stimulating and thought provoking. We are
now rolling out some TRM courses internally at our hospital.
Coming back to single pilot IFR CRM, Vasa’s presentation at
the AGM back in April clearly showed the extent of how decision
making on behalf of the pilot is involved with incidents that
subsequently lead to an unhappy outcome. It would appear that the
only way to try and improve this situation is by training and raising
of awareness. To me the problem seems to be that once one is in
a situation that has the potential to spiral out of control, then it is
very hard to step outside oneself and take a balanced and objective
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look at what is going on. Almost by definition as the workload
ratchets up and things start to go a little bit pear shaped, then our
situational awareness starts to be compromised and the potential
for things to go from bad to worse starts to become a significant
possibility.
I was particularly taken with the mnemonic that quite a few
airlines (including British Airways) use to encourage their crews to
take a step back when matters are going awry - TDODAR:
Time - record the time when the incident/event starts. It is
amazing how time slips by when a high workload appears
and we can lose all track of time
Diagnose - unless the aircraft is on fire or hitting the ground is
imminent, then try and collect all the relevant information
to help reach a clear diagnosis of the problem. In the movie
‘Apollo 13’ the flight director has a line - ‘Let’s work the
problem people, let’s not make it worse by guessing’. We
need to try and guard against ‘confirmation bias’, which
is the natural human tendency to give more precedent to
information that appears to fit with our mental model of the
world around us and to automatically reject information that
seems inconsistent with that model.
Options - so that we can hopefully come up with more than one
plan of action and take the time to evaluate the merits and
demerits of each - and reach a sensible choice.
Decide - once a proper option appraisal has been made then this
needs to be followed by a decision.
Act/Assign - once the decision has been made then don’t
prevaricate any longer, act on it. In the single pilot
environment the option to assign duties to others is
necessarily limited. However we do have access to all the
resources open to ATC - if we ask for them.
Review - is the plan working? Has new information come to light
that would suggest that a review of the plan is appropriate?
At least if we have some kind of checklist to work to when
matters aren’t working out as we had expected then there is a fair
chance that we might recognise a problem and address it before
the situation degenerates further. I recently attended an MMIG46
training weekend in Guernsey and there was a very relevant
comment from John Mariani. John is one of the most well known
PA46 instructors and posed the following question – ‘How do you
know a good pilot when you see one?’ His answer – ‘A good pilot
never looks busy’.
The feedback from the CRM day was almost universally
excellent. We barely scratched the surface of the topic in the allotted
time but I certainly came away challenged to do better in this area
of aviation. When we look at almost all the aviation accidents and
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incidents that have occurred recently, I believe that we would all
recognise that the biggest problem is that of decision-making
and situational awareness. The one-day course was highly oversubscribed and Stephen Dunnett and I are liaising closely over
running a further event soon - probably in the early part of 2015.
It will probably not be identical to the first one, as the GAT team
has promised to ‘tweak’ the course based on the feedback. More
details will be posted on the website in due course.
The subject of GNSS approaches continues to be one of
great interest to our members right across Europe. It is perhaps
a critique of PPL/IR Europe that it can be seen as a rather UK
centric organisation; however to date, the only regulator to
have shown any real initiative on the subject has been the UK
CAA with the publication of CAP1122 earlier in the year. Our
somewhat limited contacts with the other EASA states give us
the impression that they are watching the UK experiment with
some interest, but not much enthusiasm at this time. In other
words they are waiting to see how things work out in the UK
and will probably then come to a view as to whether to engage
with the process. The possibility of developing approaches with
both horizontal and vertical guidance to non-instrument runways,
albeit probably with higher minima at the outset, certainly
deserves our attention and commitment and we are doing what
we can to support the process.
Work continues with Wycombe to develop the GNSS approach
there and I am very grateful to Ed Bellamy for his continued
support both inside and outside of the UK CAA. We have also
been offered an additional grant of €30,000 from the GSA via
their consultants Helios. This arose from a cancelled project
elsewhere in Europe and as we had shown some willing then
the money was offered to us to support two airfields in the UK
developing GNSS approaches to non-instrument runways. We are
currently working with two possible candidates and are looking
to spread these geographically around the UK. Whilst writing
this review, I have just had phone calls with representatives
from the two airfields and they have committed to progressing
this process. We all realise that progress is slow and rather fitful
at times but we can only work within the frameworks available
to us. We are also coming up against the limits of what can be
achieved as a wholly volunteer run organisation with necessarily
limited human and financial resources.
One example of these limits was the contract issued by Helios
on behalf of the GSA for the €30,000. As part of that contract we
would be required to prove that the organisation carried Public
and Professional Indemnity Insurance to the value of £10m. This
is not the sort of product that can be purchased from insurance
comparison websites and is usually a bespoke product with price
tag to match - especially when the word ‘aviation’ is included in
the policy schedule. We have not gone as far as getting formal
quotes, but we do have some members of Board/ExCo who
have some experience in this domain and five figure sums have
been mentioned. This would be about a third of our total annual
turnover and would be a huge commitment as well as being a
recurrent financial burden for the organisation.
However, we have hopefully found a way through this by
developing closer working relationships, where relevant, with
other GA organisations who do carry such insurance cover - in
this case AOPA UK. Martin Robinson and I have had a number
of conversations this year about sharing resources where the
outcome would be of mutual benefit to the members of both
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organisations. Martin informs me that approximately 50% of the
current AOPA UK membership holds an IMCr, so it would appear
that this would be a good opportunity to work together.
Alongside the grant of €30,000, there was also a move to consider
applying for a further much larger grant from the GSA - possibly
of the order of €250,000 to €500,000. Naturally, there was a lot of
enthusiasm to progress this from within ExCo and the Board on
behalf of the wider membership. However, we came up against the
hard realities of such a substantial grant application which really
only reflected the issues outlined above - but possibly multiplied
by a factor of ten! The simple facts are that such an application
could only practically be undertaken by an organisation with a
full time staff - albeit perhaps a small one. The work involved in
preparing the application and should we be successful in the bid,
administering and delivering on a project of this size should not
be underestimated. In theory, it does not look too overwhelming
but a more considered review of the responsibilities involved in
administering spending €250,000 of European taxpayers money is
perhaps a little more daunting than it first appears. We may look
again at this in the next funding round from the GSA….
We continue to engage with other general aviation organisations.
Mainly in a personal capacity but not missing the opportunity
to promote PPL/IR Europe, I attended the September training
weekend organized by MMIG46 (www.mmig46.de) in Guernsey.
As mentioned above I had the opportunity to fly with John Mariani
who is widely acknowledged in the PA46 community as one of the
most knowledgeable and experienced instructors on the variants
of this particular airframe. The training flight was completed with
a simulated zero thrust glide landing to a full stop with a fully
developed sideslip in the final approach. It was both immense fun
and highly educational, as well as giving me an opportunity to
explore the handling limits of the aircraft that I fly. So, I challenge
you to ask yourself – when did you last explore the limits of your
knowledge and handling characteristics of the aircraft that you
fly on a regular basis? Picking up on the CRM theme above, I
have resolved on each flight (where practicable and appropriate)
to pull out the emergency checklist and thoroughly revise one
emergency situation. In a longer flight there is often an opportunity
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somewhere between top of climb and top of descent to revise an
emergency procedure.
In October I combined a holiday in Florida with attending
the Malibu Mirage Owner and Pilots Association (MMOPA)
convention in Bonita Springs and again took the opportunity to
promote European general aviation. MMOPA is ‘large’ enough to
attract a number of vendor booths and one particularly caught my
eye – an angle of attack (AoA) display capability for smaller GA
aircraft from Alpha Systems (www.alphasystemsaoa.com). What
did impress me was the engagement with the US regulator - the
FAA representative responsible for supporting this presented at
the meeting. To be fair to the European regulators, EASA has also
picked up on this as a contribution to safety and there is currently
an NPA available on this very topic. I spent some time talking to
both the FAA and the vendor on this topic and was sufficiently
convinced of the merits of this technology to propose to my
colleagues in the Jetprop group that we should fit the system to
our aircraft. They have agreed with my assessment and we plan
to do this at the next annual, scheduled for February. I will report
back and feel that an AoA display may yet become increasingly
routine on smaller aircraft. After all, airspeed is only a proxy for
maintaining a safe AoA in the various phases of flight. I feel an
article in IP coming on….
For 2015 ExCo is already starting to give thought to various
member activities that will happen through the year. As I mention
above a second CRM day is being planned for late March,
there will likely be a PPL/IR Europe presence at Aero Expo
Friedrichshafen in April, the AGM is planned for early May and a
weekend fly out to Germany is in the offing for mid June. We will
of course continue to work with the NAA’s and EASA to support
GA IFR. On that topic Julian Scarfe hopes to arrange a meeting
with the Executive Director of EASA, Patrick Ky, in the near
future. We may even consider extending an invitation to him as a
guest speaker at our AGM.

Paul
Sherry
Chairman – PPL/IR Europe
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EASA Instrument Rating - Part Two

F

by David Chambers
ollowing on from thorough
training including a burst of
several flights in the run-up
to the big day, it was now
showtime!

IR Skills Test, Take #1
It was a good day for the test with
relatively calm winds and fairly clear
skies. Light or variable winds mean you
cannot be sure of which runway will be
in use but should make holds and tracking
easier. I was at Gloucester airport in very
good time, having prepared the aircraft
and documents thoroughly the previous
day. The A-check included setting the
transponder code to EXMnnn, where
nnn is the examiner number – a very UK
anachronism. You can even lookup the
names of all the approved examiners and
their assigned codes in
the Flight Examiner’s
Handbook. The use of
the call-sign indicates
an exam is in progress
and may lead to some
priority from ATC and
other traffic.
The structure and content of an IR skill
test is documented in UK CAA Standards
Document Number 1.
I believe the outcome of the exam
ranges on a scale something like:

ing required before retest.
• Somewhat dangerous: Fail (with your
IMC rating privileges withdrawn, limited to VFR only)
• Downright dangerous: Fail (with your
licence suspended pending further
training and re-examination)
Recent figures from the UK CAA
indicate roughly 60% achieve a pass,
30% a partial pass and 10% fail. A partial
pass means you retake the departure and
just the section of the test you failed. If
you fail either of those again you have to
retake the entire skill test.
The examiner put me at my ease
from the outset but was quite clear in
his briefing of what needed to be done.

together with some timed turns under
partial panel. On return to Gloucester,
we would take up the hold and after at
least one good/full hold in addition to the
hold entry, fly the NDB/DME procedure
to land. Airborne time would be around
1:30.
It was permitted to navigate using GPS
after departure towards the airway, but
you need to track the airway with two
VORs. I could use the autopilot when
settled in the cruise in the airway.
Most significantly, I was allowed to
wear a hood rather than using the cockpit
screens commonly used in UK flight
training schools. I only know of one
other person to take the UK IR Initial
Skill Test with a hood rather than using
screens (another Rate One student). This
requirement was relaxed only last year
and commercial pilot
flight schools do not
appear to have changed
their methods but on the
day it was a complete
non event. In fact, none
of my training involved
screens at any time.
My biggest error on the test was not
dealing properly with the radar vectored
ILS at Cardiff. The controller had routed
me with a relatively short track and I had
too little time to descend from FL80. He
asked me (twice I think) if I had enough
distance and I stupidly said yes, leading to
a rapid descent which was not complete by
the time I was intercepting the localiser.
This meant I never really got into a
stable approach and lost the glidepath
well before minima. If only I had asked
for extra track miles, dropped the gear
early to help the descent or possibly even
binned the approach at an early stage and
asked for re-vectoring. As the examiner
pointed out in the debrief, pilots need to
manage the situation and not just accept
what ATC gives them.
Let’s just say this wasn’t my only error
during the flight!
As we taxied back to parking, the
examiner confirmed this would not be
a pass but after some thought did award
me a partial pass (with reprimand). He
recommended (but did not mandate)
one hour of further training on the ILS.

“pilots need to manage the situation and not
just accept what ATC gives them”

• Absolutely Amazing: Skygod (first
time pass with commendation). If such
people exist, they probably wear their
underpants outside their trousers!
• Pass
• Pass with reprimand/wrap on the
knuckles
• Partial Pass, where you retake a section of the test. This can include
recommended or mandatory training
before retest.
• Partial Pass with reprimand/wrap on
the knuckles, likewise with recommended or mandatory training before
retest.
• Fail. Usually some mandatory retrain-

He looked through all the relevant
documentation (photo ID, licence,
medical, aircraft docs) and discussed
the W&B, takeoff/landing performance
and PLOG. His brief was thorough and
covered most of the points I had wanted to
ask. I was offered the choice of the RNAV
or NDB/DME approach at Gloucester
for the non-precision approach element
of the exam. I chose the NDB/DME
because that is what I had been training
on. If I had known for sure that the RNAV
option would be available, I would have
preferred to train more thoroughly for
it because that is what I would actually
use for real. I do not imagine doing a
native NDB/DME approach by choice
apart from IR test/training/revalidation
purposes but it is always possible.
The test profile consists of an IFR
departure from Gloucester (on an IFR
flight plan), climbing and joining the
airway at BADIM at FL80, routing
ALVIN, ERNOK then direct to CDF. A
radar vectored ILS with missed approach
followed by general handling with a series
of recoveries from stalls and unusual
attitudes with full and partial panel,
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A retest would require a departure (so
include all the taxi checks etc.) and
the ILS at Gloucester, which could be
procedural, radar vectored or even selfpositioned. The stakes were high – if you
fail a retest, then you have to do the full
test again – but my instructor suggested
that I would find the retest less stressful
than the initial one.

IR Skills Test, Take #2
It is best to take the retest as soon as
possible after the first, certainly within
a week. You are not allowed to do it the
same day but could be as soon as the next
one.
After a bit of nimble footwork, it was
scheduled for three days later, with one
training flight beforehand. Jim let me
practice three ILS approaches at Cardiff
and one at Gloucester, together with a
short bit of stall recovery practice in
between to fill the transit time.
I felt much more pressured for the
resit than I had first time around and
arrived tired and somewhat stressed
for what should be a fairly
straightforward
exercise.
The wind was south east, as
forecast, ruling out the option
of the ILS at Gloucester. I had
booked a slot at Cardiff in anticipation
from the weather forecast. The paperwork
and briefing were easier than the first
time, with the only difficulty being to
ensure the CAA got paid their fee in
advance. It would be useful if they could
add this to their online form/payment
system. After departure, we flew VFR
and I put the hood on before we entered
controlled airspace. With no other traffic
around, Cardiff vectored me directly onto
the ILS at 2500 feet and it was pretty
tight to intercept the localiser before the
glideslope cut in. I later realised that I
could and should have asked for a further
descent on base leg – the plate shows the
glide slope intercept normally at 2000 feet
– but the idea did not occur to me.
Once stabilised on the approach, the
practice from the previous day allowed
me to fly down to minima and go around,
maintaining track and climbing. At about
2,000 feet, the examiner told me “that’s
good enough for a pass” and took control
to fly us back to Gloucester. I think he
quite enjoyed the chance to fly a TB20
on someone else’s dime, while I was
more than happy to avoid any risk of
embarrassing myself on the flight back

or landing.
After what seemed like several hours
of paperwork later (you would not believe
how detailed the application form for
an IR rating is), we were done. As a
bonus, my IR(R) rating was revalidated
for a further 25 months (only relevant
if I do not revalidate my IR within the
next 12 months) and Jim signed off
EFIS differences training valid for glass
cockpits such as the G1000. The IR rating
cannot be used until it is formally added
to my licence by those nice people at the
CAA in Gatwick.

Some learning points
I am sure there are many small points I
picked up during my training. Here are a
few off the top of my head:
• The major legal limiting factor before
commencing an instrument approach
as a single pilot is not the cloudbase
(although you cannot land if you
do not see the runway by minimum
height), but the RVR (Runway Visual

or flight level I was passing (if climbing or descending) when talking to a
new controller. (e.g. G-ABCD, passing altitude 4,300 feet climbing flight
level 80) or exactly what the clearance
means: e.g. “Resume own navigation”
means you can fly in pretty much any
direction you like towards your destination but does not mean you can
climb or descend. “Cleared for the
procedure” does allow you to descend
all the way down to the runway but not
land. So, if you have been cleared for
the ILS, you can descend when you
intercept the localiser and glide slope
and do not have to wait for the controller to specifically state that (although
they usually do say “descend with the
glide slope” after you report localiser
established).
• Aviate/Navigate/Communicate really
is key. I found I was too keen to ensure
I switched from approach to tower or
respond to my landing clearance than
ensure I was maintaining a stable
approach. ATC know where you
are and can cope if you do not
respond – after all, that would
happen if you had radio failure?

“that’s good enough for a pass”
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Range) which must be at least 800
metres when you descend through
1000 feet above the threshold, unless a
higher figure is stated on the approach
plate. The RVR could be less than that
both before or after you commence the
approach, but you can continue the
approach. A below limits cloud base
or above limit crosswind does not stop
you making an attempt (although you
might be considered reckless for doing
so). An even lower RVR is possible if
you have an autopilot coupled to an
ILS, in which case you can use the
legal minima on the plate (subject to
some other requisite parameters of the
autopilot, approach lighting, day/night
etc.). If this interests you, there is an
extensive article in Instrument Pilot 81
Page 6.
• The R/T theory exam was the most
trivial of the seven and I had easily
passed with 100%. However, I felt it
did not prepare me for the key phrases
I needed to use or understand and
much of the practical training is taken
up explaining and reinforcing that.
Examples included stating the altitude

• Circle to land at low level is not a great
concept and should be avoided if possible. It is better to take a crosswind
landing than circling at minima. Our
TB20 aircraft has a large rudder and
can cope with 25 knot crosswinds.
Tailwinds would be another matter
entirely.
• Aircraft trimming should be second
nature. It radically reduces the workload if you are not actively flying the
plane with two hands all the time – it
should be in balance and only need a
little tweaking now and then. Obviously that is difficult in turbulence,
when the priority is to keep the aircraft flying rather than maintain an
assigned altitude.
• I think I probably flew through quite
a few dark clouds at times but do not
know (because you cannot see out). I
certainly heard rain pounding on the
roof from time to time, usually associated with more difficulty maintaining
the height. So you do not learn what
colour of clouds are OK and what to
expect if you go into one.

PPL/IR EUROPE

• Do not try to use electric gear retraction and electric flaps
at the same time. The most likely time for failure is during
power overload just after takeoff. Best do these one at a time
and only after establishing a positive rate of climb.
• Follow the checklist rigorously. There is a reason for all the
(boring) procedures and process, which is that it makes it
less likely to forget to do something important. This includes
frequent in-flight checks, where I picked up an error on setting the altimeter, remembered to switch tanks and ensuring
the radio/navaids were preset well in advance.
• Join PPL/IR Europe; A great range of information is available including a good magazine (especially the extensive
online repository of back issues). A very knowledgeable
bunch of people on the forum quickly answer any sensible
question. This small organisation has really moved private
IR forward throughout Europe and deserves all the support
it can get.

So what’s next
Just like a fresh newly minted PPL, I want to take a few tentative
steps first before maximising the use of the privileges awarded.
Jim recommended making a few airways flights, possibly in
gin-clear CAVOK conditions, to get use to the procedures and
build some self-confidence- pretty much like the hours building
process for VFR. Launching immediately into the London
TMA in bad weather conditions with forecast minima at the
destination may be legal but is far from sensible. It is not my
intention to deliberately get into situations where I need to fly
to minima anyway.
Two of my fellow share-o-plane owners have IR’s themselves
and are open to some joint flights where we share a leg each. I
can see a mix of solo and buddy flights would be useful.
I think I have had my fill of dual instruction for quite a
while and do not have any immediate plans for any further
qualifications. My IR must be revalidated within twelve months
otherwise I will need to retake the full IR Initial Skills Test (and
probably extra training). This can be done after nine months
while retaining the validity for a full further twelve month
extension. Effectively, this means the first renewal needs to
be scheduled nine months after passing and thereafter every
twelve months. This gives you three months leeway should
there be any problems. You really do not want to do another
initial IR test if you can possibly avoid it. Once in a lifetime is
enough for anybody.
There is also a question of learning that part of the PPL/
IR syllabus that is not in the course – the practical stuff you
actually need. The list identified so far includes:
• Practicing coupled approaches with the autopilot. Already
frequently done at Gloucester but so far little elsewhere.
• Holds using the GPS OBS function rather than the ADF/
NDB, also combined with the autopilot. This is something
my co-owner had demonstrated in our short trip to Cranfield a few months ago. I doubt if anyone actually does NDB
holds in real life – I am not even convinced that I would be
asked to do holds on the type of flights I will be doing – but
if that happens it would be useful to have perfected this.
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• Learning more thoroughly about the different RNAV
approaches. I have witnessed the LPV approach at Alderney
and did one myself in the US. I need to understand better
why the advisory glideslope shows at some LNAV/VNAV
approaches and not at others.
• Weather forecasting. Understanding more about real world
constraints; this ranges from being able to interpret the
darkness/characteristics of clouds as to whether they are sensible to enter to further research on different briefing options
available online. Wearing a hood during training, I never saw
the colour of the clouds we flew through, only heard the rain
on the roof and felt the turbulence.
• How to create and file a valid flight plan for a longer route.
There are two or three routing engines that do this for you
and validate it against the EuroControl computer. Especially
in the UK, with its unusual option for IFR outside controlled
airspace, this does not mean you would be allowed to fly the
filed route. Elsewhere, you may simply get a “Direct” routing after departure. Understanding how to negotiate and push
ATC for better routings, avoiding weather and priority treatment comes from experience.
• Dealing with the transition from VFR to IFR (or vice versa).
That is not just filing a Y or Z flight plan but also when/
where to cancel IFR and just fly VFR to the destination and
appreciating the subtle differences in ATC handling in foreign countries (I am told IFR is pretty much the same world-

wide).
• Figuring out if oxygen is a worthwhile option for the type of
flights I will do. Without it, you are mostly limited to FL100
and that constrains the routing especially if flying over the
Alps.
…and much, much more.

Thanks to all
Finally, my deepest thanks to Jim and Mark at RateOne Aviation
for some really top notch instruction, excellent facilities, boatloads
of patience and a can-do attitude. The professional team at
Gloucestershire and Cardiff Airports, especially Air Traffic
Control who do a marvellous job and at the risk of sounding like
an Oscar’s speech, the support and encouragement from fellow
students and other pilots throughout the course. It helped to talk
through my progress with others who have recently been through
the same training. Last but not least, my long suffering family who
have not seen much of me in recent months. Hopefully they will
see some benefits in our future expeditions.

Dual instruction (FNPT II Simulator): 33 Hours
Dual instruction (Airborne):
20 Hours

GTS
Bournemouth
Distance Learning Specialists
CBMIR-EIR
CPL(A)
IR(A) and (H)
Ground Training Services Ltd
+44 (0)1202 580809
info@gtserv.co.uk
www.gtserv.co.uk
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Approach Chart Quiz

O

by Graham Whittle
(30 May 13) AD 2-EGHQ-8-5

UK AIP
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180°

n route to
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Answers on page 20.
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Civil Aviation Authority
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Socata TB21 Trinidad

A

by Paul Turner
ll aircraft are a compromise in some aspect or other, be this speed, endurance,
capacity or the ability to operate from short or unpaved surfaces. To understand the
characteristics of a particular aircraft it is also important to understand a bit about
the pilot and how the aircraft is used and so I first need to explain a little about my
own particular circumstances.

I got my PPL in 1983 and my first aircraft was a small Jodel DR1050. This offered a relatively cheap way to fly and I quickly built
up my hours. However, I wanted something a bit more capable and bought into a syndicate operating a Socata TB10. This enabled
me to gain first my IMC rating and then my single engined Instrument Rating. This aircraft provided a great foundation for cross
country touring and helped establish my confidence in instrument flying. I flew my first flights in hard IMC in the TB10 including
my first real approach to minimums at Rome Ciampino. I am also very fortunate to have a wife who also enjoys flying and Sally
obtained her PPL and then an IMC rating in our TB10.
Having gained my twin rating, I wanted to move on and I swapped my share in the TB10 for a share in an 8-seat Piper Navajo.
I quickly upgraded my Instrument Rating to remove the single engine limitation and I finally thought I had reached my ultimate

Photographs by Sally Turner
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aircraft goal. However, I became dismayed at the cost of flying twins, the restrictions on group-owned aircraft and the disincentive
of Eurocontrol charges for flying airways. Eventually, I was flying less than I had before and only VFR! I therefore decided to
go it alone and give up the twin with the aim of flying more hours and more instrument flights and I started looking for a high
performance single.
If you are going to do a lot of flying, you might as well be comfortable and this was one of key factors in selecting the TB21.
Some of you will know that, as a result of a road accident as a teenager, I like a decent amount of leg room. Interestingly, this was a
major problem with the Navajo where the main spar runs behind the pilot’s seat. This is a similar arrangement for a number of Piper
aircraft and it severely limits how far back the seat can travel. So I thought that something like a Bonanza or a Mooney might be a
good alternative but then discovered a different problem. Sally is only about 5’ 5” tall and in order to reach the rudder pedals of the
Mooney, she found that she was sitting too close to the instrument panel.
So we needed an aircraft that provided sufficient leg room for myself but was also comfortable for Sally to fly. Since we already
had experience of the TB10 and the same fuselage is used across the TB range, this led us to look for a Trinidad and I purchased
our TB21, G-CBFM (or ’FM), in 2001. At 50 inches (1.28m) wide at its maximum width, the cockpit of the Trinidad is as wide as
the Navajo and a far cry from the cramped confines of the Jodel. I am about 5’ 11” tall and the Trinidad fits me very comfortably.
I pull my seat forward for take-off and landings but
in flight I move the seat back. This means I can keep
my legs straight which allows for many hours of very
comfortable flying. So, given the physical challenges
of this particular flying duo, the ergonomics of the
Trinidad is for us the defining factor in aircraft
selection. However, there are two things to note with
the foregoing:
1)
Anyone over 6ft tall may have a problem
with headroom in the “first generation” TBs.
Although I do not have a problem, I have carried
taller passengers who find that their head is up
against the cabin ceiling, especially wearing headsets.
Some improvements were made at serial number
906, which introduced bucket seats and different
mountings that provided more headroom than earlier

aircraft. However, if headroom is likely to be a major problem, potential purchasers should
consider the second generation aircraft. Launched in February 2000, the new version of
the TB product line was introduced from serial number 2000 and is referred to as TB GT
(Generation Two). The major difference in the GT range is a new carbon-fibre based cockpit
roof which provides significantly more headroom for taller pilots.
2)
The second point to note is that there is a standard Socata option (No. 800)
which moves the pilot’s seat back by 2 inches. This option was already fitted when I
purchased ’FM but for some strange reason Socata never offered this option for the co-pilot
seat on the TB21, even though the fittings are identical (although it is a standard option on the TB20!) Given our circumstances
described above, having extra leg room on the right-hand seat when Sally is flying is extremely useful to me. So ’FM now has an
EASA approved modification which uses the same component parts to gain the extra leg room on the right-hand seat.

Versatility
I joined PPL/IR Europe in 2002 and this introduced us to the pleasures of meeting new friends and flying to new locations as
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a group. Our first trip was to Saumur
in 2003 and notable trips since then
have included tours to the Greek
Islands (2005), Tunis and Sicily (2006),
Scandinavia and the Arctic Circle (2008),
Hungary (2009), Roskilde (2005 and
2011), Spain and Portugal (2013) and
Colmar (2014). During this time ’FM has
certainly demonstrated its capabilities as
touring aircraft.
Apart from touring, Sally and I also
enjoy gliding at a lovely club at Bidford
on Avon in Warwickshire. This can be a
three hour drive from our home in Kent
but ’FM makes getting there for a weekend
far less tiring. Bidford has a grass strip
just over 700m and although the Trinidad
is not a great short-field performer, this
usually presents no problems unless the
wind is in the wrong direction for the
preferred runway in use. ’FM is serial
number 710 which means it has a lower
landing weight compared to later models
(see side panel). However, I have applied
a standard Socata modification for
operation on rough ground which beefs
up the size of the wheel axles and with
its trailing-link undercarriage and good
ground-clearance, operating from grass is
perfectly OK.

code used on flight plans “TRIN” is the
same for both variants. Also, since the
TB21 engine is really turbo-normalised, it
only generates the same 250 horsepower
as the TB20, so the performance is
very similar. Of course, the TB21 can
maintain this power up to about 17,000’
and can easily reach its published ceiling
of 25,000’ compared to the maximum
altitude of 18,000’ in the TB20. Initial
climb rates of 1,000 fpm can easily be
achieved which is great for keeping
controllers happy when joining airways.
A typical cruise climb is about 700’ fpm
at an initial indicated airspeed of 120kts.
The longer cooling fins on the cylinders of
the TB21 mean that overheating is rarely
a problem and this climb profile will
usually keeps CHTs to less than 400°F
on a climb to 10,000’. However, CHTs
are highly correlated to the OAT and for
a high climb in hot conditions, it can be
kinder on the engine to reduce the climb
rate to about 500’ fpm above 10,000’. The
best cruising level from both an economy
and operational perspective, is probably
somewhere between FL100 and FL180.
Above this, the fuel savings in the cruise
rarely outweigh the cost of getting there
unless there is a strong tail wind.

Turbo charged

Operating the Trinidad

The main difference between the TB20
and the TB21 is the turbo-charged engine
on the TB21. The airframe and options are
otherwise identical and even the aircraft

Flying the Trinidad is like driving a family
saloon. Performance is adequate but not
sparking as the size of the cockpit results
in a performance penalty compared to
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aircraft of similar power. Handling is
benign although those new to the type
will find she is unusually heavy in roll.
The book rotation speed on take-off is a
relatively high 68Kts. However, provided
it is not overloaded, rotation can be made
at 60kts on soft ground with the airspeed
allowed to build in ground effect.
The wing has much more dihedral
than the lighter TB9 and TB10 and with a
relatively high wing loading of 24 lbs/sq
ft, it provides a reasonably stable platform
for instrument work. For descent, the
maximum airspeed for gear and first stage
of flaps is a relatively low 129kts and
since there are no airbrakes, slowing down
takes a little forward planning. However,
one also needs to be careful not to remove
too much power too soon as with the gear
down and full flaps, it drops quickly and
full power may be needed to arrest the
descent. Full flaps can be extended at
103kts and this generates a significant
change in pitch attitude. Therefore, for an
instrument approaches it is best to either
deploy full flap just before the top of the
final approach or accept the small loss of
forward vision and land with only one
stage of flaps rather than struggle with
a large pitch change close to the ground
in IMC. However, if there is any hint of
a tail wind on the ILS, making the final
approach with full flaps is preferred.
The recommended final approach speed
is 86kts with the threshold crossed at 7075kts. Crosswinds are rarely a problem

PPL/IR EUROPE

as the large fin on the Trinidad means its
demonstrated crosswind limit is a massive
25kts, although landing with just the first
stage of flaps is recommended in a strong
crosswind.
Here are a few of the other basic
features of the type:
• It has four seats, although the type is
certified for five if there is a bench
seat and three seat belts in the back.
In practice, is only really suitable for
three small children. ’FM has just
two seats with a central armrest in the
back. The aircraft has two gull-wing
doors and access to the back seats can
be a little awkward for larger people.
Once in, the rear seats are reasonably
comfortable but knees must remain
bent given the limited leg room.
• It has usable fuel of 326 litres and a
reasonable cruise setting at altitude
sees about 50 litres/hour and a true
airspeed of 150kts. This gives an
endurance of five hours plus reserves
and a realistic range of about 750nm.
• The standard empty weight of the
Trinidad is just 1860lb. However, with
full de-icing, installed oxygen, leather
seats and a comprehensive panel,
’FM’s empty weight is 2206lb. This
means that we are at its maximum
gross weight of 3086lbs (1.4T) with
full fuel and two people plus two dogs
on the back seat or ample baggage for
a two week holiday. Taking four adults
is no problem provided I am careful
with baggage and fuel.

SOCATA TB21 TRINIDAD

capacity. The regulator reduces the
pressure from the bottle to about 75 psi
at the cockpit outlets. This is still fairly
high so I use a separate pressure reducer
in the cockpit to connect to an electronic
Mountain High O2D2 two-place pulse
demand distribution system which is
powered from the cigarette lighter socket.
This ekes out the oxygen very sparingly
to two separate cannulas and so a full
bottle can last many months.

Known ice

Oxygen
’FM has factory fitted oxygen but the
original Eros system has a steel bottle
with a maximum service life of 24 years.
These bottles are extremely heavy and
so in an effort to save weight, ’FM has
an EASA approved lightweight Kevlar
bottle. AeroDac were used to obtain the
approval and the conversion process was
described in Instrument Pilot 80. Without
the oxygen installed, the maximum
weight in the baggage compartment is a
hefty 143lbs. This normally reduces to
110lbs with oxygen installed. In ’FM,
the Kevlar bottle provides an approved
increase in the maximum baggage weight
with oxygen to 124lbs.
The oxygen system can be turned on
and off from the cockpit with an overhead
control which also has a remote pressure
indicator to check for the remaining

Factory options for the Trinidad included
either just prop de-ice or full airframe deicing capability using a TKS fluid based
system. ’FM originally just had prop
de-ice and I saw how effective this was
coming back into Southend one winter
night in heavy icing conditions. Having
managed to stay below the cloud base
until just 20 nm from the airport, I had
to hold for another aircraft and by the
time I landed some 15 minutes later I had
about 5 inches of horn ice on the middle
and outer sections of the wing. However,
the spray from the prop de-ice alone was
sufficient to keep the inboard section of
the wing free of ice and I imagined how
good the full system might be.
In the winter of 2007/2008, I had the
full TKS de-icing kit installed on ’FM at
the same time as a full bare metal respray.
Under EASA rules the TKS system is
approved for flight into known icing
conditions although not under the FAA
system where I think there are a couple
of extra requirements not present on the
Trinidad including dual pumps for the
TKS fluid and a heated stall warner. The
system works reasonably well, although

Trinidad design changes
There were a small number of significant design changes throughout the Trinidad’s production life that a prospective purchaser should consider:
• Serial numbers before 588 had maximum take-off and landing weights of just 2943lbs. The take-off weight increased to 3086lbs up to serial
number 878 and from serial number 879 the landing weight was also increased to 3086lbs.
• Service bulletin 39 increased the maximum speed for flight with flaps in the take-off position from 103kts to 129kts. This was a paperwork exercise
only and applied at the factory from serial number 879.
• Another major change occurred at serial number 948 which replaced the original 12v volt electrical system with 24 volts. (Serial numbers 823 to
849 and 888 are also 28v aircraft.) Some people say that moving to 28v electrics improved reliability of fuel and engine gauges and increased the
battery reserve in case of alternator failure. However, I like the simplicity of 12v and the utility of a 12v cigarette lighter socket. An external power
socket is available on ’FM although I have had limited success in using this to start with a flat battery.
From serial number 731 the fuel selector was moved from a position on the left of the pilot’s yoke to a position between the pilot and co-pilot seats. The
original design requires moving the selector though the “off ” position when changing tanks which is always a slightly nervous moment. I have never had a
problem with this arrangement but the new positioning of the fuel selector eliminates this unnecessary hazard.
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it is advisable to turn on the system in
anti-ice mode to ensure the leading edge
is coated with fluid before encountering
icing conditions, since once ice has
attached to the leading edge it can be
particularly stubborn to remove! In full
de-ice mode the system pumps out fluid
at an alarming rate and a full tank only
lasts about 1 hour 40 mins. For me, the
system offers a “get out of jail” card and
providing ATC are accommodating, which
they usually are, the combination of a
turbo, oxygen and de-ice allows a number
of different altitudes to be explored to
find the best conditions. Ploughing on in
icing conditions with a fixed reserve of
TKS fluid is clearly inadvisable.
The full de-ice system also carries
a weight penalty: about 40lbs for the
installed hardware and another 70lbs for
the fluid. In practice, I take on full fluid
before a long holiday since it is almost
impossible to buy fluid en route, even
in Scandinavia. At other times, I let the
system run down and carry just enough
for emergencies and to run the system
periodically to prevent the pump drying
out. Installing the system as a retrofit
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was a major expense and probably not
something that could easily be repeated so
anyone wanting the benefit of this system
should consider purchasing an aircraft
with it already installed.

Instrumentation
Although now a fairly old design, the
panel in the TB range is well suited to
accommodate replacement of the original
equipment with modern glass cockpit
displays. Since purchasing ’FM I have
gradually upgraded and replaced various
equipment, although I have retained many
of the old steam gauges for their reliability
and redundancy value. This has been a
long and experimental process but I have
finally ended up with a panel and a set of
instruments that I think works well. This
includes KFC150 autopilot with altitude
pre-select, dual Garmin GTN 750 and 650
displays, Sandel SN3500 EHSI, satellite
weather, WX500 stormscope, air data
computer, TAS600 traffic system, radar
altimeter and Mode S transponder. The
pilot’s panel includes the original King
KI256 vacuum driven attitude indicator
and also an electric standby. The co-pilot

panel also has an RC Allen 2600 digital
attitude indicator which is extremely
useful if the co-pilot is flying in IMC.

Conclusion
In an ideal world, all light aircraft would
take off and land on a 300m grass strip,
have a useful load of 3000lbs, provide
pressurisation and a service ceiling of
25,000’, capable of speeds in excess of
250Kts and run on no more than 20L
of cheap diesel an hour. Unfortunately,
we have to live and fly in the real world
and although the TB21 may not excel in
any particular dimension, it is a versatile
aircraft that provides a comfortable
environment for two people on long
flights. It is most at home in the relatively
quiet mid-altitudes and has the ability to
detect and avoid the worst of the weather.
It can safely operate on grass and can
happily carry four adults when asked
or take a couple of dogs instead! ’FM is
therefore ideally suited to our particular
needs. For further information, please
contact me at paul@exec-flight.co.uk.
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T

his is the first of a regular series
which will bring a snapshot of
what has been discussed on the
Forum of PPL/IR Europe’s web
site in recent weeks. For those
who are regular forum followers, this series
will try to highlight some of the more hotly
debated issues interspersed by moments of
levity while for those readers to whom the
Forum is presently a mystery (quite a large
number), I hope this series will encourage
you to log on and explore PPL/IR Europe’s
website and ideally start contributing your
own input to Forum discussions.
However, for those members for whom
the Forum is a foreign place, here is a brief
introduction. Having logged into PPL/IR
Europe’s website using the username and
password you set up on joining, click on
the link to Forum (upper right of page).
You will then be presented with a page
listing four topics – General Discussion,
Airfield Notes, Documents and Tools and
Comments & Suggestions. Usually, for all
practical purposes, you can ignore the latter
two topics; all the action is to be found
under the General Discussion and Airfield
Notes heads.
As its name implies, Airfield Notes
is where you can research information
on airfields and there appears to be a
convention that only airfields in Europe
are listed although quite a number of
members do go to further afield foreign
parts and data on airfields outside Europe
is just as valuable. Airfield names appear
in order of last posting but there is a very
convenient search facility where search is
by ICAO code. The chances are high that
most European fields you may want to visit
will be found with information that may
stretch back years. The information is of
the most practical nature; fuel availability,
handling notes and customs/immigration
requirements, nearby hotels or interesting
places to visit and airfield or local area
quirks. Clearly such information changes
over time, so we strongly encourage
members to keep the data up to date by
regular postings, even if they say no more
than “NSC” in meteorological terms. If you
want to visit a listed airfield with somewhat
out of date data, then the chances are that a
post asking for up to date information will
yield a useful reply. Similarly, if an airfield

by Anthony Bowles
is not listed, it will still worth a post asking
for information.
The General Discussion section covers
everything else. A few years ago, Timothy
Nathan, our webmaster, tried sub-dividing
this into more focused heads but some
of these were only sparingly used and he
decided the exercise was not worthwhile.
The only problem with this rather generic
group is that a topic which is not very
active, will soon lose visibility; however
this is mitigated by an excellent search
facility though as with other internet search
engines, you need to choose your search
criteria carefully.
It’s worth stressing that the PPL/IR
Europe Forum is a private members’ only
site accessible only by members. While this
does not guarantee confidentiality of posts
and indeed some of our members have close
links to regulatory bodies, members can
post with some confidence that what they
say will not become common knowledge
in the wider aviation community within the
next five minutes. This is reinforced by a
requirement to post using your real name
and this is turn means that on the whole,
members are polite to one another and
respect others’ opinions even if they do not
necessarily agree with them.
Much of what you find under General
Discussion concerns regulatory matters
of one sort or another, interspersed by
members wanting advice on practical
aspects of aircraft operation, trips they are
planning, aircraft they may want to buy or
sell, discussion on avionics and the like.
Anyway, enough said for the moment on
the background to the Forum so I now turn
to what has been happening there over the
past few weeks.
By far the major topic over the last few
weeks (and months) has been the need, now
put back to April 2016, for FAA licence
holders flying N reg aircraft and habitually
resident in the EU to obtain EASA licences.
At the time of writing this, there is a thirteen
page thread on FAA IR conversions, which
covers the topic in depth, albeit with a few
posts wandering onto side issues. Much
has been written on this and other related
threads as it affects a very significant
part of our membership. The majority of
our members so affected need to obtain
the EASA IR, while some members are

involved because of their instructor and/
or examiner roles. The debate about this
issue goes back years and I am certainly
not going to rehearse the pros and cons
here. The consequences affect both pilots
and aircraft. For pilots, there remains the
prospective requirement to take the initial
EASA I/R test and as you will read in
Jim Thorpe’s article on FAA Conversions
in this Instrument Pilot, reinforced by
forum and anecdotal comment elsewhere,
some training and consequent expense is
going to be required to reliably achieve
this goal even for the more experienced
FAA IR holders. Some believe that the
prospective new BASA agreement may
reduce the test requirement to that of a
revalidation rather than initial flight test;
in theory both require the same standard
to be achieved but there is some discretion
on revalidation for repetition of an exercise
not done sufficiently well first time round
so common perception is that this is easier
to do and it does avoid the need for a hefty
upfront payment to the CAA for the flight
test and fiddling with your transponder to
input the magic Examiner flight test code.
Some of our members have successfully
gone down the conversion route, gained
their EASA IR qualification and have
helpfully written about their experiences in
so doing but the majority understandingly
are sitting back and waiting to see how
matters finally settle.
On the aircraft side, matters are easier.
Firstly, screens are no longer obligatory
despite reports of rear guard action by
some examiners to retain these. If you
are using your own aircraft, DME is
obligatory and so, strictly speaking, is an
ADF although there appears to be some
doubt about how strictly this is enforced in
some EU countries. It is well known that
large numbers of N reg Cirrus aircraft do
not carry ADF equipment and some lack
DME as well.
On a different but related topic is the
CBM/IR. There have been several threads
on this and very relevant here is David
Chambers two articles (the second in this
Instrument Pilot) and the first in Instrument
Pilot 102 describing how he obtained
his rating. A recent thread concerned
the annotation of a member’s licence on
successful qualification to indicate it was
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a “CBM IR” rather than old style IR.
Was this in reality a second class IR? The
answer turned out to be “no”; the CAA
required the annotation to differentiate
between those people who had done the
traditional theory exams from others who
only have only done the more limited
and relevant GA aspects of the new CBM
theoretical course.
Finding a theoretical course provider
has been a Forum issue but as time goes by,
this has been addressed and there are now
several possibilities and Forum threads
identify a number of training organisations.
Practical training for members with a
day job has never been easy because the
mainline training school ATO structure
does not cater well for the private pilot who
wants to do the majority of his training at
weekends. However there are a number of
our members now qualified and with the
appropriate ATO structure prepared to do
this with a reasonable geographic spread
over much of the UK.
The EIR was introduced at the same time
as the CBM IR but has attracted less forum
attention. However one of our members
already well qualified with a reputable third
country IR decided to be the first to achieve
his EIR and described his experiences in
the FAA Conversions thread. All went well
with a pass but then the CAA declined to
add the EIR to his CAA issued EASA PPL.
Subsequently, this problem was resolved
and can probably be put down to the
licensing section in Belgrano not being up
to speed with this new rating. Finally, the
IMCr has transmuted into the IR(R) but
otherwise remains exactly as before.

FOR HIRE @ EGBT
•
•
•

A recent Forum topic gives suggestions
for easy payment of small € sums that
cannot be put down on a credit card
without incurring bank charges as large as
the payment in question. Another member
gives links on his web site to two interesting
destinations he has visited recently
(various Greek islands and Salamanca in
Spain). These are always a good read and
encouragement to members that travelling
further afield than northern France can be
rewarding without particular complication.
Another of our members has recently
completed his RTW and hopefully may
contribute an article about it in Instrument
Pilot in due course.
On the frivolous side, there was an
amusing thread recently entitled “Extreme
IFR trivia – waypoint names”. I will not
spoil this read for you by repetition here
but if I never make it to “BOLOX”, a
favourite of our most recent RTW member,
then I certainly should manage “UNSER”
and “VATER”.
I mentioned earlier that normally there
is there is little going on in the Comments
and Suggestions section. However, shortly
before finalising this for publication, a
member started a thread on whether paid
side adverts should be allowed on the
Forum and there has been some discussion
on this – so far my perception is more
against than in favour – as well as debate
on the recent ExCo decision to allow paid
advertising in Instrument Pilot. The quid
pro quo for Instrument Pilot has been that
we can now have colour throughout which
we believe much outweighs any possible
inconvenience from having to glance at an

advertisement in passing.
Reverting to Airfield Notes, the summer
half of the year always sees a good
augmentation of these and this year has
been no exception. New entries within the
last few months include EPWA Warsaw
Chopin – seems relatively straightforward
for GA, LEIB Ibiza – again quite easy but
not cheap and LYTV Tivat in Montenegro
– “well worth a visit in spite of slight
nuisances on the airport”. However, the
entry that must win first prize for me
is BIRK Reykjavik. This thread was
started by one of our most prolific Forum
members with a very capable and well
equipped aircraft seeking information on
this airfield having been chided by other
members that he ought to do some longer
trips abroad with his family. Given the
number of responses, presently running
to six pages, it is arguably as popular
with some members as Le Touquet is for
lunch with others. Handling is efficient
and if you are lucky “quite extraordinary
beautiful” and the strict rather forbidding
rules for GA set out in the Iceland AIP
are not applied in practice. Some suggest
that our next PPL/IR Europe tour should
be start there and continue round Iceland
taking in a complicated NDB approach at
Akureyri (carriage of ADF is compulsory
in Iceland). I had a one-night stopover
there in 2010 and would certainly like to
return sometime. Anyway the power of the
Forum persuaded our member to go and he
trumped everyone else by doing so just for
lunch and posted a picture of his aircraft
there on the tarmac as proof!!

Members’ Advertisments

PA-28RT-201T Turbo Arrow IV G-OPEP.
New GTN 750 installation, 8.33 radios, mode S.
Intro rate £ 166 + VAT inclusive of fuel to PPL/IR Europe
members
Contact ed.dablin@steepleindustries.com

PA34 Seneca II Turbo Shares Available
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hangared & Maintained at Liverpool
Full IFR Airways & de-ice equipped
Excellent go-places machine with 160kts cruise
Garmin GNS430, GTX330 Mode S, HSI, RMI, Autopilot
Friendly well run group with online booking and 24hr access
£6000 for 10% share, £200 per/mth & £300 per/hr wet.
Contact Andy 07802972221 or email shares@gfey.co.uk
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FAA IR conversion to EASA IR
by Jim Thorpe

A

t Rate One Aviation we have
gained a fair bit of experience
with FAA IR holders training
to obtain their EASA IR.
No one has found it easy
and everyone needed significant training.
The issues seem to fall into two broad
categories:
1. There is a set of knowledge
and skills which are
not especially relevant
to everyday flying but
which simply have to
be mastered to pass the
EASA skill test.

• Poor sense of priorities, usually evidenced by feeling pressured to speak
to ATC when other tasks are far more
urgent.
• An almost complete absence of airborne checks in complete contrast to
very slow and detailed checks on the
ground.

• Being out of date on more recent developments in GNSS approaches, CDFA
approaches etc.
• Never having been taught the relevant
aspects of approach design and limitations; for example: being +/- 5 degrees
or half scale deflection in order to be
established on a FAF.

“No one has found it easy and
everyone needed significant
training”

2. There is a smaller set of
skills and procedures which, at least in
my view, are relevant to safe European
IFR flying which pilots have either
forgotten or in some cases were simply
never taught in the first place.

Issues arising on test

• A degradation of basic VFR skills; for
example: no into wind aileron on take
off, no relieving the weight on the nose
wheel during take off and poor speed
control on finals leading to long fast
landings.

Here is a list of issues we have encountered
in no special order:

• Inability to trim the aircraft in order to
maintain a given attitude.

• A complete inability to track to or
from a beacon, in extreme cases due to
confusion as to the difference between
heading and track.

• Lack of recency on how to generate a
PLOG, do a manual weight and balance
calculation or a runway performance
calculation.

• Autopilot dependence - in some cases
amounting to almost total reliance on
it.

•
Never having practiced
any kind of limited panel or
unusual attitude flying.

•
Signing off FAA IR
currency by what appear
to be very relaxed practice
approaches; perhaps these
are flown at very familiar airfields in
benign conditions becoming visual well
above minima.

The EASA skill test
It is correct that the EASA skill test is
outdated but using this as an excuse is
wearing a little thin. It is true that holds are
quite rare in the real world but pilots should
be able to do one. It is equally true that the
ADF is outdated but single needle tracking
using a VOR or GPS is still a necessary
skill.
It is also true that the checks and standard
procedures that used to be associated with

• Over reliance on MFD /PFD presentations; in extreme cases simply “video
gaming”, making no effort to fly the
instruments and just adjusting heading
by looking at the aircraft on the moving
map or geo-referenced chart.
• General degradation of skills due to
never flying with an instructor other
than during what seem to have been
very cursory visual BFR’s.
• Only ever flying a few routes and overcoming skill limitations by repetition in
a limited range of situations.
• Poor RT, very non-standard and usually
wordy.

RateOne’s Training Aircraft - TB20 Trinidad Instrument Panel
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Preparation for the test

RateOne’s Training Aircraft - TB20 Trinidad
the skill test were commercially orientated
and way over the top for single pilot
operations. Few, if any, examiners now
insist on the painful litanies of the past.
However, they quite reasonably do expect
some systematic approach to instrument
flying. This implies checks on important
factors in each phase of flight with a known
power setting and target speed for each
phase. It is perhaps predictable that the most
capable glass cockpit aircraft, generally the
Cirrus, is associated with pilots who have
become the most specialised and dependent
on autopilots, geo-referenced charts and
approach plates.

How Rate One trains
We find that after a couple of days training,
pilots’ basic skills are either remembered or
learned. They are then at the point where
they can start to absorb test techniques.
From an instructor point of view the work
is quite difficult. A candidate on a 40 hour
instrument course can be taught to do
everything by the book with the target of
making a skill test first time pass the most
likely outcome. With only a few hours to
train pilots who may have hundreds or even
thousands of hours doing things in different
ways, we can only suggest candidates
adopting similar operating procedures

otherwise the result almost certainly will
be a fail.
Thus, there is much less predictability
as to test outcome than is the case with
a typical 40 hour candidate. Firstly,
conversion pilots tend to be older and
learning new skills does not get easier
with age. Secondly, under pressure they
tend to revert to old habits. It is rather
like the reformed alcoholic who lapses
when passing the pub after a bad day in
the office. It seems likely this will lead to a
large number of partial passes. Pilots, who
know what they should be doing, just suffer
lapses of judgement or make mistakes
when under pressure.
Given this early experience, Rate One
Aviation has abandoned doing assessments
and we now just start on training. After one
or ideally two days, we can make a more
informed guess on the required training
but almost everyone will need another
three days. Keep in mind that a skill test
flight profile takes a little over two hours,
so given the absolute minimum of an hour
either side for briefings and preparation,
two flight profiles a day is an absolute
maximum. In reality most candidates
prefer to do one profile and one shorter
local flight to practice anything they found
difficult.

It is extremely unwise to only allow one
day for the test. You want a little slack to
pick a decent weather day and this needs
to happen at the end of the final block of
training when the candidate is delivering
peak performance. I would be delighted
to be proved wrong and find that many
candidates are ready to go for test after one
or two flights. However, current experience
leads me to think that a week’s training
split into two or at most three sessions will
be needed. So far, we have not had any
candidates feeling ready for test when their
instructor believes that not to be the case.
I rather suspect that these early candidates
will be amongst the most organised pilots
with the most positive attitude to getting
value from the training that they need to do.
It is possible that some of the later arrivals
will need rather more practice.
The good news is that we have found
solutions to testing using aircraft that do
not have an ADF (but a DME is essential)
and in limited circumstances, to using
aircraft without P2 brakes. If your aircraft
does not have an autopilot that is a minor
disadvantage but having a fixed card ADF
is definitely a significant negative and will
make your task much harder.

The future
News has recently emerged that EASA
are likely to grant a further year’s time
limit extension to April 2016. This may
well allow the BASA to be finalised. It is
rumoured that that the bilateral agreement
will allow third country IR conversion
by means of a revalidation proficiency
check rather than by an initial skill test.
There is still uncertainty in all this but
if this does happen, the process will be
somewhat easier and cheaper. However,
the basic skills and techniques remain the
same as the format of a proficiency check
is, at least in theory, identical to that of a
skill test. FAA IR holders should watch
developments carefully but at some point
I suggest polishing and updating of flying
skills will still be needed.

Answer To Quiz On Page 11
The DA is the higher of Obstacle Clearance Altitude (shown on the plate as OCA) or the threshold elevation plus the system
minima, which for an ILS is 200 feet. The correct answer is the latter, which equates to 585 feet. For more details see the minima
article in Instrument Pilot 97 (May/June 2013).
You should expect to see visual references well before the decision altitude; cloud is reported as a height above the airfield, so
you should start to see something on the ground at an altitude of about 900 feet.
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Jeppesen Approach And Airways
Charts
Past, Present and Future

H

ave you ever considered how
all the Jeppesen approach
and en-route airways charts
get produced? Exactly how
does it all happen? Where
does all the information come from? Can
it all be trusted?
I also was curious, so at the 2014 Aero
Expo Friedrichshafen I approached Cay
Roth, Manager Sales and Services, General
Aviation, to ask if they would kindly host
a visit. He responded that Jeppesen would
be delighted to do so and on Friday 15th
August 2014, a small group of PPL/IR
Europe members visited the European
headquarters of Jeppesen based in Neuisenburg, near Frankfurt, Germany.
Having been greeted by Cay on arrival,
we were taken up to the boardroom where
we also welcomed by Bernd Buehrmann,
who is the current CEO of Jeppesen
Europe.
Jeppesen were originally part of
a publishing group but were bought
by Boeing in October 2000. The head
office is based in Denver, USA, with the
European operation being run out of Neuisenburg. There is also an office just south
of Gatwick and many PPL/IR Europe
members are familiar with the staff based
there - notably Jemma Saint and Charlie
Webster. Jemma, who seemed to be able to
manage the apparently complex Jeppesen
subscription and financial systems with
consummate ease, has now moved on, so
there will soon be a new member of the
team based in Gatwick.

Jeppesen Past
Jeppesen & Co was founded in 1934 by
Elrey Borge Jeppesen (born January 28
1907 in Louisiana).
Even as a young child he became
fascinated with flight and it is recorded
that he spent hours climbing trees and
watching eagles soaring near to his home.
His first solo flight was made in 1923 at
the age of 16 and, soon after, he borrowed

by Paul Sherry

Captain Elrey Jeppesen with the Boeing 80A at Salt Lake City in 1929
$500 from customers on his paper round
to buy his first aircraft - a wartime Jenny
biplane. The US government finally got
around to licensing pilots in 1928. Elrey
Jeppesen’s first license was issued by the
then fledgling FAA and personally signed
by Orville Wright.
In 1929, he served as a pilot for an
aerial photographer performing an aerial
survey of Mexico and it is believed that the
experience gained during that assignment
stimulated his interest in visual flying aids.
In 1930 he joined Boeing Air Transport
as an airmail pilot. He started to record
relevant information in his ‘black book’
and he was often seen driving by car
along the routes he had recorded by air
as well as climbing water towers, portable
altimeter in hand, to determine their exact
heights. He even wrote down the telephone
numbers of local farmers willing to provide
weather reports.
Word started to get around to fellow
pilots and the company was formed in
the basement of his house in Salt Lake
City to print copies of his black book and

sell them to fellow pilots for $10 each.
Subsequently Captain Jeppesen sold the
business to Times Warner in 1961 by which
time the operation had 550 employees and
a turnover of $5m, though he stayed on as
chairman. The company was subsequently
bought by Boeing in October 2000.

Jeppesen Present
Jeppesen currently has a number of
divisions, all specialising in various aspects
of transportation. Current operations
include aviation, marine and rail and the
Deutsche Bahn (German Rail System) is a
current customer. Whilst I can understand
the need for aviation and marine navigation
services, it remains a slight mystery to me
as to why one might need a navigation
chart for a train…..
The first part of the visit was to the GNS
(Global Navigation Services) department
and we were introduced to the processes
involved in collecting the data from the
various sources, through design, to quality
control and production.
The data that we all take for granted
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airspace regulation lies with
the US military and they are
reliably accurate and deliver
the information on time!
The
Jeppesen
team
answered many and varied
questions including:
1. How long it takes to
draw up and quality assure
a new procedure (answer approximately 2 days)

Two pages from Elrey Jeppesen’s “Little Black Book”
comes from a very wide range of sources.
Unsurprisingly, the information from the
ANSP’s (Air Navigation Service Providers)
of Western Europe is considered fairly
structured and reliable though it is still
subject to exactly the same quality control
process as the data coming in from other,
perhaps more variable, locations. We were
interested to learn that the data still arrives
(mostly) in the form of PDF files. Whilst
this is ‘digital’ (in the sense that it is not
printed out onto paper) it is not ‘digitised’.
Jeppesen has developed its own in-house
bespoke software solution for processing
and tracking all the vast amount of
information that is passed on a daily basis.
Incoming PDF files
are machine read
and any changes
are highlighted to
a human operative.
As an example, the incoming PDF from
the UK based NATS is passed through
a process where any changes from the
previous version are automatically picked
up and highlighted in yellow. This could
involve anything from a simple text change
to a change in a platform height, inbound
track or minima.
The operator then decides whether the
highlighted change meets the criteria to
require incorporation into the appropriate
Jeppesen chart or text pages for the next
AIRAC cycle. If they do then the process to
incorporate the changes will be initiated.
If changes to a graphical chart are
required, the re-design task is scheduled
by the system and is passed to two separate
people working independently from one

another. The charts are designed on what
is known internally as a micro station.
The computers run an industry standard
computer drawing package with a number
of Jeppesen specific specialist modifications
to allow some of the repetitive processes to
be automated.
On completion of the design work by
two people, the final proposed design is
passed to a supervisor who is a more senior
and experienced member of the team. The
two designs are compared and if they
are identical then they are passed to the
final stage of quality control and checked
again. So four sets of eyes looks at every
procedure to ensure that what finally turns

2. With the increasing
number of IAPs (Instrument
Approach Procedures) are
we going to run out of data
storage capacity on some of
the older GNSS navigators
- specifically the Garmin
430/530 series. Clearly this
is not a question that Jeppesen could
answer but it is beginning to give some
pause for thought
3. Why the costs of subscriptions in Europe
seem to be proportionately more than
the equivalent subscription in North
America (Jeppesen answer - that in
the USA Jeppesen deals with a single
ANSP but in western Europe there are
26 members of EASA and each of them
supply data in a different format, hence
requiring significantly more manual
intervention).
We were then taken on a short walk from
the data processing and
design side of the operation
to the production and
distribution area. This has
changed significantly in
recent years.
Firstly, the digital platforms (Jeppesen
FD) are becoming increasingly used
in general, business and commercial
aviation. The first commercial airline in
Europe has recently converted to digital in
flight platforms and more are on the way.
Nevertheless, in 2010, Jeppesen was still
printing 4,000,000 sheets and sending out
48,000 envelopes in a 28 day cycle.
Secondly, the introduction of CPoD
(Colour Printing on Demand) machines
has radically changed the business model.
It was not so long ago that the approach
plates where stacked up in vast numbers
of storage boxes and employees would
run around the shelves manually collating
a new airways manual product when

“a lot of effort goes into making the process
reliable, effective and efficient”
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up in the cockpit, be it electronic or on
paper, is a true reflection of the original
data.
When the external data comes from
recognised ANSPs the process is fairly
straightforward and reproducible. But
spare a thought for the GNS team when
dealing with parts of the world where the
data flows might be somewhat more, shall
we say, unpredictable or even chaotic. A
brief glance at the nightly news bulletins
reveals any number of locations around
the globe where it might prove quite
difficult to source data and check its
accuracy. However, our expectation that
locations like Afghanistan would provide
particular problems were not always
correct – in this case the responsibility for
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ordered. Now the new order is fed to one
of two CPOD machines which print the
requested packages on demand and at huge
speed. The machines are manufactured by
Hewlett Packard and cost $1m each.
The speed and capability of the printers
is such that if an order is placed by close of
business the previous day it can be printed,
collated, put in a binder, packaged and
shipped by 3pm the following day!

Replacing the coded placeholders
with the correct folded charts
Despite all the automation, there are still
some jobs that have to be done by hand.
The printing machines cannot produce
the folded charts that are sometimes seen
in the binders. These are printed offsite by
a 3rd party supplier and delivered to the
Jeppesen distribution facility. The printing
process from the CPoD machines puts
coded placeholders in the correct sequence
in the manual. These coloured placeholders
are then located manually and replaced by
the correct sheet.
Most of us will remember that sinking
feeling when the update envelope used to
arrive from Jeppesen. Our mood would
then adjust up or down proportionate to
the thickness of the update. Am I the only
person in the world who used to find the
whole process less than uplifting?
If you, like me, failed to enjoy the 28
day overhaul of the manuals (and we,
in our group, had a subscription for the
whole of Western Europe!) then please
spare a thought for the lady who does this
for Jeppesen. Jeppesen offers a revision
service for airlines who wish to subscribe
to the service. For a (no doubt) small
fee, Jeppesen will deliver a completely
overhauled set of manuals to a specific
aircraft on a specific date. We were
informed that for some airlines this even
involves meeting the aircraft on a specific
date at a specific airport and a specific gate,
then going into the cockpit to exchange
the outdated manuals for the updated ones
– even to the point of following an agreed
protocol for which manuals are filed in
which location. The out of date manuals
are returned to Jeppesen to be updated for
the next changeover.
It was clear that a lot of effort goes
into making the process reliable, effective
and efficient. And it is all done with an
unmovable deadline every 28 days.

operation of the distribution centre, we
returned to the boardroom in the main
building where a further presentation was
given on the future strategy for Jeppesen.
We were assured that the company intends
to maintain a commitment to general
aviation. As an example and partly as a
result of the lobbying from within PPL/IR
Europe (amongst others), the pricing policy
for subscriptions has been updated. It is
now possible to buy a single subscription
for an electronic device rather than the
previous arrangement which allowed up
to four electronic devices but also involved
significantly more money.
As the technology allows, Jeppesen
plan to move toward the capacity to have
an electronic subscription as well as a web
based back up. So, in due course, it will
be possible to log on to a secure website
(presumably username and password
protected!) and access the plates online. We
were told that it will be possible to print the
plates from the website as well save them
as PDF files for backup.
On a separate note, a new Jeppesen
VFR application has been developed in
Europe from the Neu-isenburg facility.
This involves digital vector based (rather
than scanned) maps which allow a varying
degree of map detail to be displayed as the
map is zoomed in and out. That technology,
along with some other mobile capability, is
dues to be included in the next release of
the Jeppesen Mobile FD application.
For Windows tablet users, beta testing of
Jeppesen Mobile FD is currently underway
with a major US-based commercial carrier.
This is currently a proof of concept but
early feedback is encouraging and, if all
goes well, then it is planned that this will
also be rolled out to the GA community.
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PPL/IR Europe members challenged
the company on a number of features
that we would like to see in Jepp FD notably a routing engine and the ability
to file and manage flight plans. Given
Jeppesen’s experience in route planning
there was perhaps some surprise when
we were given the message that this could
not be practicably included in the GA
offering. However Jeppesen are aware of
this shortcoming and are giving careful
consideration to future options.

Conclusion
On behalf of PPL/IR Europe I would like
to take this opportunity to thank Cay Roth
and all his team at Neu-Isenburg for an
informative, educational and enjoyable
visit.
We had a great opportunity to learn about
the company - past, present and future and
with regard to current production, I feel we
were all reassured by the effort that is put
into maintaining data quality and integrity.
It is clear that a huge amount effort is
expended on getting it right - first time.
For the future it is clear that the company
sees itself as preparing and distributing a
premium product and the company feels
that its current pricing structure reflects
that view. However it also appears that
Jeppesen is listening to its customers and
changing the product offering to match
differing pilot needs - as witnessed by the
recent changes to the structure and pricing
of the electronic charts offering. It is also
clearly aware of the features competitor
products currently already out there in the
marketplace and we were assured that the
company intends to continue to compete
aggressively in the GA market.

Jeppesen Future
Impressed

by

the

organisation

and
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F

ollowing a two year stint
at the editorial helm, Ben
Hines retired in early October
following
publication
of
Instrument Pilot 102 and at the
same time, David Abrahamson stepped
down as one of the production editors.
We would like to thank Ben and David for
all their work on Instrument Pilot during
this period. We know that many members
consider Instrument Pilot a valued part
of their PPL/IR Europe membership
benefits and the Executive Committee
is keen to ensure its continuation; that
said, publication of six issues a year
has become an increasing burden on the
production team and changes are needed
to secure Instrument Pilot’s future.
The first change is that in place
of a single editor, we now have an
editorial board of three people, which
we would like to increase to four. Phil
Caiger who shared the production
editor role with David is now taking
on all the production work, as well as
taking charge of our drive to include
advertising in Instrument Pilot. He is
joined by Graham Whittle and Anthony
Bowles and collectively we are sharing
out the tasks of persuading members
and others to write for Instrument Pilot,
editing copy as it comes in and doing
the other tasks necessary to produce the
finished product.
The second change is that instead of
six issues a year, we will now produce
four at approximately quarterly intervals.
This reflects the basic problem that for
the last few years, copy has been hard
to come by and the editor, particularly
if he has a full time day job, just has
not had the time available to chase up
members for articles and then complete
all the other necessary tasks to produce
the finished magazine sent out to
members. We do not rule out producing
additional issues if there is the demand
from members but as importantly, there
needs to be a good supply of copy sent
in to us by members.
We are taking the opportunity to
introduce some new topics and initial
reaction to these appear favourable.
Ben Hines some time ago proposed
a series on members’ aircraft where
members will be asked to write up their
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aircraft, not in terms of a sales type
review, but in the practical pro’s and
con’s of what that aircraft is like for
the member’s needs, whether they be
for a sophisticated all weather capable
mount for serious business use or a
modest IFR capable plane for family
use in relatively benign conditions.
We already have several articles lined
up and this will be a regular feature in
future editions. Paul Turner kicks off
the series with a fascinating piece on his
TB21 G-CBFM.
Unlike the normal flight test reports
that appear in Flyer and Pilot etc., the
aim of these articles is to provide insight
into the practical aspects of aircraft
operation from a user’s perspective.
The hope is that they will show a wide
variety of aircraft that may be suitable
for IFR flight covering light singles
through to more sophisticated complex
aircraft and we hope that other members
will come forward to enlighten us on the
merits or otherwise of their particular
winged chariot.
A second innovation is a series
instigated by Phil Caiger on weekend
destinations based on a format which
appears in the MMOPA house periodical.
Where do you take your pride and joy
with the family for a weekend break?
What do you find when you get there
and how easy is fuel and handling to
organise? Phil has a Piper Mirage with
longer legs than most members’ aircraft
so he challenges us to go to Bologna. It
sounds good when you get there even
though the weather this summer in Italy
has been the wettest for years. There
are many equally suitable places much
nearer home and we hope that many of
you will be encouraged to pen a few
hundred words telling us about your

favourite spots and send these in with a
few photographs.
A third innovation is a summary of
the hotter topics on the Forum. There are
two reasons for this; first to encourage
those members who do not regularly
visit PPL/IR Europe’s website to do so
and secondly to bring such members
up to date with what they are missing.
For many topics, the Forum is the more
natural place to find an answer and
indeed, if you have a question then post
it there and the chances are that within
24 hours, you will have the benefit of
the views of many of our members and
probably, a complete answer to your
query. Part of the evolving strategy
of the Editorial Board is to improve
communication at all levels between
the Executive Committee and members
using all the media types available to
us whether they be the printed word
or forum post. Anthony Bowles will be
compiling these.
Lastly, the Executive Committee
have agreed that Instrument Pilot
can now accept advertising; this will
generate some useful income towards
the publication costs and will allow us
to print in colour throughout, a welcome
enhancement to our publication.
Feedback on these and indeed any
matters of interest are always welcome
and should be sent to editor@pplir.org this will automatically be distributed to
all members of the Editorial Board.

Anthony Bowles
Phil Caiger
Graham Whittle
December 2014

PPL/IR Europe welcomes our new members:
Michael Matthews
Neil Morgan
Jonathan Shooter
Ed Syson

UK / EGLK
UK / EGNE
UK / EGSC
UK / EGBW
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EVENTS

Events
Spring Meeting and AGM 2015
Time: 10.30 - 16.00
Date: 09 May, 2015
Location: Cranfield Airport EGTC

Social Weekend 2015
Date: 12 - 14 June 2015
Location: Rhine Valley
This is in the early stages of planning but we anticipate organising the 2015 social weekend to the Rhine Valley, with members
David Sowray and Anna Noble as our local hosts.
We anticipate a Friday afternoon arrival, flying into Mannheim City airport (EDFM). Staying at the Hotel Backmulde (http:
//www.gasthaus-backmulde-hotel.de) in mediaeval city centre of Heidelberg (35 mins by taxi from airport|). Social programme
for all day Saturday and Sunday morning, fine dining and good company.
Regsiter online at http://www.pplir.org/eventsnew or contact Stephen Dunnet at meetings@pplir.org

PPL/IR EUROPE

MEMBERSHIP
PPL/IR Europe membership is a must for any pilot interested in the operation of
light aircraft under IFR in Europe.
The benefits are:
•
•
•
•
•

Shared knowledge and experience for the private pilot about gaining and using an IFR rating, airport practicalities and aircraft ownership.
Access to a network of likeminded pilots, an internet forum for information exchange, web articles
and quarterly magazine.
Regular meetings with guest speakers, privileged visits behind the scenes and social fly-outs
across Europe.
A warm welcome to pilots holding or considering an instrument qualification such as EASA IR, FAA
IR or UK IR/R.
Your interests represented at a high level in the UK and Europe

Join now at £75 for one year: Online at www.pplir.org click the JOIN button on the homepage or
By telephone - Sali Gray on +44 1452 618899
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WEEKENDERS

Weekenders
Bologna

- La Dotta, La Grossa e La Rossa

by Phil Caiger

B

ologna is the
beautiful
and
vibrant capital
of the region
of
EmiliaRomagna and offers plenty
to do for a long weekend
break. Its nickname is
La Dotta, La Grossa e
La Rossa, meaning The
Learned, The Fat and
The Red. The Learned
refers to the University
of Bologna, the oldest
university in Europe and
the students give a lively
air to the city. Bologna
is famed for its rich
I Due Torri
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cooking
and
in
particular ragu (bolognaise),
mortadella and tortellini and explains The Fat
reference. Lastly, The Red refers to the construction
of large parts of the city from red brick and also a nod
to its politics.
We took a hire car from the airport (LIPE) and
negotiated the chaotic Italian driving around the
tangenziale (ring road) to the Piazza dell'8 Agosto city
centre car park. The centre of Bologna is pedestrianised and
our hotel, Accademia, in the university district was about 10
minutes walk away. There are many good hotels in Bologna
and the Accademia was in a good location, a short walk from
the main sights and good value.
Walking from the hotel towards the central, piazza del
Nettuno, the Neptune Fountain, the first sights are the Due Torri
(two towers), constructed in the 12th century and now leaning
rather like the better known Leaning Tower of Pisa. Bologna is
famous for its miles of porticoes, many of which have fabulous
frescoed ceilings and tiled floors and serve the dual purpose of
keeping off the hot summer sun and the winter rains. There is
no shortage of dining options and we enjoyed tasting the local
antipasti and some superb home-made tortellini.
In the summer evenings, the city lays on free musical
performances and films at an open air auditorium adjacent to
piazza del Nettuno. We watched a French musical subtitled in
Italian which was enjoyable for me, trying to learn Italian but
less so for my teenage son!
The town of Maranello, the home of Ferrari, is only a
one hour drive away from Bologna and tickets to the Ferrari
museum can be booked online (http://museomaranello.ferr
ari.com), saving time queuing at the entrance. This superb
museum takes a couple of hours to tour and includes racing
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cars and trophies from every era as well as various models of
street super-car. Outside there are several establishments offering
the opportunity to drive recent Ferrari models for 10 miles
around the town. The factory tour, also booked online, is for real
die-hard Ferrari fans.
Modena, a larger city only a short drive from Maranello, is also
worth a trip and in contrast to Bologna, is very quiet during the
peak of the summer. It boasts an impressive cathedral, porticoes
and piazzas. There is plenty of metered parking around the edge
of the pedestrianised city centre and driving was much less hectic
than Bologna. Modena is famed for its balsamic vinegar and I
could not resist taking a couple of bottles home.
Getting there is easy: 667nm on airways direct from Biggin
Hill took a little over 3 hours in our PA46 Mirage and having
emailed TAG handling in advance, customs was waiting for
us at the TAG terminal on our arrival. While they studied our
passports, TAG called a taxi to take us to the car hire at the main
terminal. We had hoped to be able to return the hire car directly to
the TAG terminal at the end of our stay but this was not possible.
We refuelled prior to departure; avgas provided by BP at a fixed
station a short taxy from the TAG apron. The airport authority do
not allow passengers in the aircraft during fuelling so once I had
finished refuelling, I had to call TAG to then bring my passengers
to the aircraft before we could depart.
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Handling: TAG
Email:
operations@tagbologna.com
Tel:
+39.051.6418901
Fees:
including parking for 2 nights: €114 incl. tax
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Car Hire: Europcar
Web:
www.europcar.it/noleggio-auto-BOLOGNA_
AIRPORT.html
Hotel: Accademia
Web:
www.hotelaccademia.com
Tel:
+39.051.232318

Interested in Instrument Flight Training?
Are you are a little confused about the differences between the IR(R), the EIR and
the CBM IR?
Rate One Aviation was the first ATO to gain approval for the competence based IR
and the En route IR. We also offer the (UK only) Restricted IR (the old IMC Rating).
We are specialists in instrument training for private pilots with the only CAA
approved FNPT2 full motion simulator in the UK.
We offer a regular monthly
information day at our offices at
Gloucester airport. We aim for a
maximum of 6 people so as to provide
individual attention. There will be a
range of TK course materials from
various suppliers on display.
Everyone will get a chance to see the
simulator and our purpose equipped
IR skill test aircraft. By the end of the
day you will really understand what
the various ratings offer and what is
involved in gaining them.
If you would like to have a logable flight in either the simulator or the aircraft then
these can be booked in advance. We ask for a transferrable deposit of £40 for which
a substantial lunch will be provided and £30 refunded on the day. We just want to
discourage ‘no shows’ and cover the cost of the lunch.
Generally these meetings are on the first Saturday of every month commencing
WINTER
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on Saturday 6th December but see
www.rateoneaviation.com
or 27
email
info@rateoneaviation.com for the latest availability.

